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Appointment by co-optation of Didier Izabel as Director of Guerbet

in replacement of Vincent Dagommer

Villepinte, 12 March 2014

The Board of Directors of Guerbet, an international pharmaceutical group specialized
in contrast agents, has appointed Didier Izabel as director by co-optation.

The co-optation of Didier Izabel will be submitted for ratification by Guerbet's
shareholders at the next General Meeting to be held on 23 May 2014.

This nomination follows the resignation of Vincent Dagommer from the Board of
Directors in order to devote himself to his new responsibilities as Managing Director
and Chief Executive Officer of Guerbet Belgium.

Didier Izabel, X-Mines, 58 years of age, began his career at the French Ministry of

Industry where for three years he was responsible for the pharmaceutical sector. His

subsequent career has been pursued entirely in the merchant banking sector where

he worked successively at Banexi, Edmond de Rotschild, Toulouse & Associés and

Leonardo France.

Since 2009, he has been a Senior Partner at Axys Finance (corporate finance).

The Board of Directors of Guerbet has nine members:

- Marie-Claire Janailhac-Fritsch, Chairwoman
- Marion Barbier
- Jean-Jacques Bertrand
- Mark Fouquet
- Olivier Guerbet
- Didier Izabel
- Yves L’Epine
- Christian Louvet
- Claire Massiot-Jouault



About Guerbet
A pioneer in the field of contrast agents with more than 80 years of experience, Guerbet is
the only pharmaceutical group fully dedicated to medical imaging worldwide. As such it has a
complete offering of contrast products for X-ray, MRI and interventional radiology, along with
a range of injectors and related medical equipment to provide improved diagnosis and
treatment of patients.
To promote the discovery of new products and assure future growth, Guerbet devotes
significant resources to research and development every year (approximately 10% of sales).
Guerbet (GBT) is listed on NYSE Euronext Paris (Eurolist Segment B – Mid Caps) and had
sales of €390 million in 2013 with a total workforce of 1,485 employees, of which over 1,000
are in France.

For additional information about Guerbet, please go to www.guerbet.com.
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